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the orthodoxies and ungentlemanly beliefs about him. He
drew his contrast. God wanted to keep man a naked respect-
ful slave in the Garden of Eden, amidst a great boredom of
carnivores and suchlike frustrated creatures. Satan wanted
to get him to eat the tree of knowledge and go out into the
great world. Eden meant " Safety First" ; Satan whispered
"JLive dangerously". Thatwasxme current of revolt. It was
not very original. It followed the drift of the period. There
is indeed about one week of clear hard thinking in the whole
of the Nietzschean bubble. After that he just blew and blew.
Years before him, Hegel had been developing a philosophy
that had a close relationship to that same necessary associa-
tion of light and shadow. After the manner of philosophers,
he exaggerated and universalised his bright idea until he
saw the whole universe as a system of copulating contrasts.
If a definite thing exists, said he, its opposite exists and
struggles to replace it, and out of the conflict comes a syn-
thesis. He spent an industrious life, like Og* King of Bashan,
fitting everything to his universal formula.
Schopenhauer, in the same spirit of laborious revolt against
established values that had become intolerable to him,
insisted that the one thing stirring under the fabric of appear-
ances was Will; the Will to live or the Will for Nirvana.
He spun the web of this thread of thought to impressive
dimensions, and it lived on in Shaw's Life Force, Bergson's
Elan Vital and the sustaining spirits of Thomas Hardy. But
elsewhere hardly at all.
The revolt of the modern mind against the idea of a pro-
fessedly benevolent divine autocrat responsible for its infinite
confusion, has now gone much further than that sort of thing.
William James put up a case for polytheism, and Pavlov and
the Behaviourists produced excellent reasons why we should
regard the individual man as no more than a still very incom-
pletely assembled bundle of conditioned reflexes.
None of this multitude of thinkers and their satellites
brought his thoughts into really conclusive contact with the
others. To do iP w>uid have been to discover much prao
tkal identity and so lose distinctioiL After their fashion, each

